Blood, fire, death, chaos. Our world is crumbling.
In an instant, our lives were forever scarred. Bursts of lightning and
the clamor of armies heralded their arrival. Few stood their ground
and defended all they loved. Fewer survived. Their armies marched
over cities and cropland; burning what they did not need; killing all
in their paths.
Survivors clung to the only thing they had left: hope. They banded
together and fortified against the onslaught. Just as things began
to brighten, the plague struck. Quarantines did little to contain the
outbreak. Screams of those writhing in agony pierced the souls
of those lucky enough to remain standing. Nearly everyone succumbed to the Red Death.
As karmic retribution for the innocents’ deaths, fate allowed us the
demons’ powers. We could withstand wounds and keep fighting
until our last breath. We could control reality itself to protect our
homeland. Champions could now emerge from the rubble carrying
forth the resistance.
People are scattered. They are afraid. They are desperate for
something to rally around, some cause to give them spirit and protect them from the world’s newfound vacuity. They need a spark to
burn away the darkness around them.
Humanity needs a catalyst to change their course in this war. They
need you.
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Flotsam on the Sound
Maybe things will be better in Seattle, Jade hoped. The others
riding with her on the battered bus looked worn out, exhausted,
anxious. She wanted to believe her looks fared better, but there
was only so much optimism one could muster. One had to limit their
dreams to surviving the night.
Her anxiety mounted. She clutched her hoodie, staring out into
grey mist enveloping the world. The warmth was soothing, though
it lacked the familiar scents which used to carry her though dark
times., Jade predicted this outcome when she took the garment
from Zack’s house. Her makeshift security blanket was the only
thing she could bear to take after his death.
He was wounded in the first attack, before humanity showed any
powers; before they had a way to fight back. A demon skewered
Zack with a spear. Jade wiped a tear from her face as the
memories flooded into the foreground. Her guilt over that day never
left. If I had been faster, stronger, smarter, something… I could
have saved him. Instead, I carried him home and watched him
slowly die.
The bus jostled as the road worsened. Jade snapped out of
her memories. Something seemed off. She was no diviner, but
she knew to trust her instincts. Looking around, only one other
soul showed concern: a scrawny, tattooed guy, reminiscent of a
drummer in a barely successful punk band. He craned his head
back, revealing the magic glowing behind his eyes. The blue tones
highlighted the fear coursing through his face.
“Get down!” he shouted. Jade dropped to the grimy bus floor. She
scanned the windows for actual threats. Peculiar light shimmered
across the horizon as the bus sped forward. Illusions meant traps.
Jade’s eyes locked on the terrified magic user as he buried his
head in his arms. The other passengers began to realize what was
transpiring, all too late.
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World
Everything changed with the demons’ arrival. Entrances to our
world were ripped open and brutish monsters poured onto our
lands. Their advance forces clashed with our police, military, and
any civilians willing to stand and fight. The beasts could withstand
gunshots and inflict pain with a mystical gaze, but they were mortal.
Though shaken, many towns held out and kept the demons at
bay. Sadly, the second wave coincided with the plague’s outbreak.
The horde’s numbers swelled as they began to push past our
fortifications. Our military crumbled from battle and disease.
Compounding problems was the logistical nightmare the plague
presented: farmers, mechanics, and doctors were indiscriminately
infected. Our species began to give up hope.
Within weeks, only the most secure or remote settlements
remained. Metropolitan areas collapsed around small, defensible
positions. Luckily, with adversity comes adaption. Many
survivors began to show incredible powers, akin to those of the
demons. These new mages revived the resistance’s energy and
determination. Some struck back and dealt vicious blows to their
besiegers. Though costly, the assaults gave us breathing room and
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forced the demons on the defensive. Humanity was given a brief
reprieve to compose itself.
Despite the victories, the future of humanity is uncertain. The
destruction of mass communication has left us isolated. Some are
still under siege while others wonder if the demons have withdrawn.
Those lacking an external threat are trying to fill the power vacuum.
Humanity is reverting to its old self-destructive ways, undeterred by
the horde’s presence.
The fate of the world is in the hands of those with leadership,
talent, and resolve. Some will play the role of a hero, sallying forth
to defeat evil. Others will exploit humanity’s fear for their own
machinations.

Humans
Humans evolved to be scavengers and survivors. We have already
dealt with widespread disease, bloodthirsty invasions, and societal
collapse. Our instincts adapt us to apocalyptic conditions. While
we are able to survive, everyone looks forward to the day we move
beyond scavenging and take the offensive, the day the archetypal
heroes emerge and return us to normalcy.
Plague
Days after the demons’ arrival, people started falling ill. The new
malady was colloquially dubbed the “Red Death”. Victims were in
constant agony for the first day or two, accompanied by high fever
and delirium. The sick could barely move by their own accord.
Those able to withstand the pain and fever died of dehydration.
Patients with better care succumbed to other diseases their taxed
immune systems could no longer suppress. It is unknown if it is
possible to survive after contracting the disease.
The plague created a negative feedback loop: people able to treat
or study the illness were just as susceptible. Early figures estimated
8

Playing Catalyst
The ruins of society are the sandbox in which Catalyst takes place.
In the face of adversity, the raw elements of people are brought
forth and the human condition is vividly presented. There are
thousands of stories waiting to be told: stories of heroism, betrayal,
sacrifice, and corruption. All they need to come to life is a director
and a few actors.
Catalyst needs several people for game play. One is the Game
Master (GM); the others are Player Characters (players). The GM
is responsible for creating the world and objectives. The players
are responsible for advancing in that world and completing those
objectives. Though it varies from game to game, the recommended
number of participants is four to six, including the GM.
Some basic materials are needed to play. This manual provides the
base setting and rules. At least one copy should be present during
gameplay as a reference. Dice are used to solve any situation
involving chance. Most rolls are resolved with standard six-sided
die, but other dice are needed for completeness. A basic roleplaying dice set will be sufficient. The provided cards and character
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sheets help display and store player actions and information.
There are also mobile applications to aid play, if desired. The
Supplements appendix gives more information about these tools.
Catalyst stories last as long as needed. They may take a single
play session of a few hours or span several sessions across
months. A good game depends on participation and creativity. Welldeveloped characters and an intriguing story make a memorable
and fun experience.

Game Master
Creator, narrator, director, and judge all describe the role of the
game master. The players are each in control of one character; the
GM is in charge of everyone and everything else.
The first step for the game master is to choose a particular scene
or arc within the Catalyst world – known as a campaign. Each
campaign has a long-term goal, and each play session has a shortterm goal that ultimately progresses the narrative.
The world of Catalyst is open-ended for GMs to explore their
stories. Much of the game’s setting is intentionally vague. Why are
the demons here? What stops their assault? What does their world
look like? Who are the rival human factions? Are there other extradimensional powers? What is the plague? Who are the players
working and fighting for? Any of these questions could launch a
story.
The GM makes final decisions on rules and unique scenarios.
Catalyst provides a rule framework, but the players’ creativity
can exceed the existing guidelines. GMs need to make fair and
consistent rulings about the plausibility and outcomes of players’
actions.
The GM Advice appendix is advice from a veteran GM for
prospective game masters.
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Characters
The demonic invasion left the world a bleak place. Despite
hardship, humanity persists. People survive amidst the rubble
of cities and hidden places of the earth. You are one of these
survivors. You will band together with a group ready to face
anything the universe throws at you. It is your destiny to change the
course of humanity.
As a player, you create someone who represents you and your
ambitions in this apocalyptic world. Every player chooses who
their character was and who they will become. Over the course
of their adventure, players evolve into their destined roles against
the demonic horde. They forever change the world for good or
ill. Whether they become bastions of virtue, heartless mercenary
leaders, or psychotic glory seekers, is up to you.
Controlling a Character
The game master’s role is to set up the story, while a player’s role
is to progress the narrative through verbal storytelling. As a player,
you describe the actions of your character to the game master and
your fellow players, and it happens (assuming it is possible and
allowable). Get into the mindset of your character and act out their
story. Fight, talk, and live as they would.
When communication is not enough to determine what happens to
players, dice and cards come into play. Cards are used in combat,
as described in detail in the Combat section. Dice account for
the randomness in the world. Success cannot be guaranteed; all
excitement would be lost. The manual will specify when dice are
needed. The GM also asks for dice rolls to determine situational
outcomes. These dice rolls are referred to as checks, which mean
the result will be “checked” against some other value (possibly
another check). In Catalyst (and other role-playing games), the
dice value to be rolled is written as XdY. X is the number of dice to
roll; Y is the number of sides per die. 2d12 means the player must
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roll two twelve-sided dice. Catalyst primarily uses six-sided dice,
though a typical RPG-set or dice-rolling app is needed for complete
playability.
Checks use six-sided dice to determine the outcomes of
character actions.
Attribute or trait checks use a 1d6 + the stat’s rank to
determine the value of the check.
Skill or vein checks use Xd6, with X determined by the rank
of the skill or vein, to determine the value of the check.
Goals of such checks depend on the situation: combat has specific
values for checks to strike foes or block weapons, some spells or
actions go against the attributes of opposing characters, and other
checks have goals established by the GM based on the perceived
difficulty of the action.
Players use Catalyst information sheets to track their character’s
state in the world. These character sheets are written records of
statistics and items. There is also a mobile app version for players.
If you prefer a different method to track your character, please do
so. Record data however is easiest and most convenient for you
and your party.
Remember: in Catalyst you are your character, even if they are the
complete opposite of your real self. The same goes for your fellow
players. Acting in character makes the whole experience more
engaging. You are not controlling some character with a keyboard;
you are directing their life with your words, gestures, and will. The
girl across the table is not some programmer; she is a powerful
illusionist battling at your side for her family’s lives.
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Creating a Character
“Sup. I’m Johnny. Johnny Danger. Humanity’s greatest hero. Surely
you’ve heard of me. No? Well it’s cuz you’re new. You haven’t been
on the front lines slaying demons. You’d see my awesomeness
there (and his character sheet at the end of this section). I can take
a second to help you learn the ropes; find yourself in this chaos, if
you will. A lot of people are bummed out about this whole demon
thing, but I’m loving it. Gives you a chance to reinvent yourself. To
prove yourself. To be a badass, you know? So, who are you?”
1. Name and sex (See Characters-Characterization)
“What’s your name? Pro tip, it doesn’t have to be your name, you
know? It’s not like your license and credit card have to match. Make
it good. And, uh, I don’t care how you identify yourself, but your
body does affect things. Being the hyper-masculine specimen I am,
I’m stronger than the average survivor.”
2. Age (See Characters-Age and Background)
“How old are you? I can’t tell; everyone looks like crap these days.
Kids that survived have an edge with all their kid energy, but the
old timers have guts. Never seen a grizzled old dude run from a
demon, you know? Plus, they’ve got more life experience I guess.
They’ve done more stuff before things got real. Me? I’m 19, old
enough to not be an annoying idiot, but young enough not get
winded after chasing demons.”
3. Backgrounds (See Characters-Age and Background and
Backgrounds appendix)
“Before all your friends and family died, what did you do? It’s crazy
how that stuff changes you forever. Like, I used to tag buildings
when I was a kid. Got pretty good at spotting cops and running from
them. Sure, I missed some sleep and never did my homework, but
what good’s all that book learning stuff now when you can be a real
life level 2 wizard? What’s that? What did I do when I grew up?
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Uhh… I was… Look: I had to take care of my mum and didn’t get
to go to college with all my friends. There wasn’t a lot to do in my
town. Video games are cool, shut up. Hey, back to the point before
I was rudely interrogated. Your history is yours. It may be similar to
anyone else’s, but you are who you are, you dig? Takes a special
breed to survive, so the crazier the better, I figure.”
4. Magical Aptitude (See Veins)
“Magic is real. Your heart wants you to zap lightning at demons or
make their brains explode. There’s certain types of magic, veins,
that people are naturally good at. You’ll know which is right for you.
Me? I’m always out in the front, being awesome. Force magic and
me are best bros. I can throw a demon right in front of my shotgun
or jump on top of a building and snipe from up high.
5. First 7 Growth Points (See Characters-Spending Growth
Points for a walkthrough and advice. See Characters-Growth
Points, Attributes, Veins, Spells, Skills, and Abilities for
details)
“I remember when I was a scrub like you, fresh into battle. Barely,
cuz I’m so great and powerful now, but I do remember the early
days. I don’t know if it’s the magic in the air, or just being forced to
constantly improve to survive, but you’ll get good at a lot of stuff if
you live. You can work on improving your body and mind. I worked
on being faster and knowing my surroundings. Maybe learn some
skills? I practiced my marksmanship and backflipping. Specializing
in those skills never hurts either. Or maybe you need more magic?
I started being more awesome in my vein, but you could always
improve it. I did pick up a spell, Throw. So helpful. Back then it
wasn’t very strong, but I worked on it later.”
6. Traits (See Traits)
“You should know I couple things about yourself, like how many
bullets it’ll take to kill you. Or how quickly you’ll notice those bullets
flying towards your face.”
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7. Get Cards and Begin (See General Actions)
“Well, that’s it. Have you figured out who you want to be? You can
always get inspired by some cool dude out here fighting for his life.
Some people made a great contribution to humanity’s safety are
the ones that can teach you the best tricks. They’re hanging out
near the back. Good luck out there kid. Don’t die. And if you do,
try to make it a cool death where you kill a ton of demons in a big
explosion.”
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“Ellie’s trash bunker is now looking safer than the car where I am
trapped. I know the demon needs to reload his crossbow and the
cerberus is gloating about eating my flesh, so I must attack while
I have the chance. The dog dodges slightly and takes a glancing
blow from my sword.”
Turn 3

Action

Ellie
Cerberus
Olaf
Demon

Reshape (3)
Defend
Attack
Interact

Vitae Gained or
Lost
7
17 → 13
5
15

Vigor Gained or
Lost
34 → 4
31 → 36
19 → 16
13 → 18

Ellie – Reshape (rank 3): Reshape at this rank allows 100
kilograms of material to be reformed. Ellie fuses the trash cans into
a pseudo-bunker. This costs her 30 vigor, but the GM determines
this structure will give 100% concealment while she is defending.
Cerberus – Defend: The cerberus defends; it does nothing active
this round.
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Spell Descriptions
Mastery over a vein yields great power. These spells form the
backbone of a mage’s arsenal. Over time, some learn to exploit
their veins to craft new manipulations, but the core spells always
remain true to them.
Acidify (Blood)

Vigor Cost:18

The ultimate corruption of vitae does not merely disable it, but turns
it against the host. Acidify morphs blood into a corrosive substance,
melting flesh and metal alike. The target of the spell must be a
noticeable accumulation of blood either stemming from a creature
of pooling on an object. A bladed weapon that has struck an
opponent is coated in enough blood, as is the armor of a bleeding
person. If a bloody item is hit by Acidify, it may be destroyed.
Acidify Rank Chance to Break Item

1
2
3
4
5

50%
75%
100%
100%
100%

Atrophy (Blood)

Bleeding Creature Damage

3d6
6d6
9d6
12d6
15d6

Vigor Cost:9

Knowledge of vitae’s effect on the nervous system allows for further
internal destruction. Atrophy lowers an enemy’s physical attribute of
choice by 1d4 ranks per rank while maintained. Physical attributes
include strength, dexterity, fortitude, and perception. Associated
traits and skills may also decrease depending on Atrophy’s severity.
Dropping the attribute to 0 confers the appropriate 0-penalty. A
blood check against the target’s willpower is needed for success.
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Backgrounds
Below are potential lifestyles and histories defining characters
during different life phases. These serve as templates or examples;
the specifics of your character are up to you to create. The tradeoffs
of attributes, skills, and other statistical adjustments are intended
to balanced, so consult the GM before exchanging bonuses or
penalties.
Early Life
Army Brat: Your family was in the military and you were being
groomed for that life (-1 Willpower, +1 Strength). Your parents
moved around a lot, much to your chagrin. You changed schools
more times than you could count, which wasn’t high since those
lessons were already over at your new school (-1 Intelligence). At
least you learned how to make new friends (+1 Charisma).
Bully: With your higher strength (+2 Strength), you could pick up
the other kids and stuff them in lockers. And you did. You were
kind of a jerk (-1 Charisma). But that’s okay, you still managed to
persuade them to do your homework (-1 Intelligence).
Class Clown: No one delivered a “that’s what she said” better
than you. You were simply the best, a fact recognized by all your
peers (+1 Charisma). It was recognized by your teachers too, and
the principal, and everyone waiting in the principal’s lobby with you
while you missed class (-1 Intelligence).
Cross Country: In your prime, you could sprint up a mountain and
back without a breather (+3 Fortitude). You were the track team’s
star since day one. The exercise was excellent, but the extremes to
which you pushed yourself and the damage to your knees is now
apparent (-1 Dexterity, -2 Strength).
Gold Sticker: You always answered every question, even the extra
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